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EVOLVE YOUR CHARACTER + Choose a Customizable Character Select from five different races and
thirty different classes. With all the customizable and powerful weapons and magic at your disposal,
you can evolve your character according to your play style. + Collect Card Packs and Journey to the
Lands Between Unlock new dungeons and acquire the powerful weaponry and magic that will equip

you to explore this vast world. Level your characters by collecting cards from your opponents! +
Level Up to Win More, Experience the Effortless Stamina System Level up your characters by fighting

with you opponents, and up your efforts, thereby releasing more of the special white energy from
your chests. More white energy = more fighting experience, leading to a higher level and better

equipped characters. + Fight against Lv. 100 Monsters In addition to your opponents, you can fight
against monsters that have a max Lv. 100. Experience a whole new level of drama as you fight

against these heavyweights! BE THE GREATEST HERO • Complete your Quest and Take the Throne
Who is the king of the Elden Ring? The king who conquers the Elden Ring and wins the glory of

history. The one who proves his superiority over all. The current king of the Elden Ring is none other
than you! • Unparalleled 3-D Customization With numerous options to create a hero that reflects
your play style, customize any aspect of your hero and create a character that suits your fighting

style. • Battle on Three Different Battle Fields Select from three different battle fields that are
adapted to different types of battles. Switch between the three battle fields while the battle is

underway to choose the most suitable battlefield for you! • Choose a Weapon and Support Your
Character Select the weapons you’d like to use in battle in order to increase your strength. When you
equip weapons, you can also use supports to attack your enemies. If you have a few supports, equip

them and grant them the right to take direct action. • Fight against Several Offline Friends If you
want to find your opponent among the offline players, you can also invite your offline friends to take
part in the battle as a party, and fight together against the other player’s characters. BE PREPARED

FOR UNIQUE MULTIPLAYER • Form A Party with Friends! With “
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Features Key:
Personalize Your Character

Battle and Persuade with people of various professions and classes
Play alone, with your friends or complete strangers!

Play open world dungeons and city maps.
Create Your Own Myth

Battle with fully randomized bosses, who unexpectedly change after each battle.

Elixir of Arborea

Increase your strength and damage output with a custom spellcast for a duration of eight hours.
Increase your MP and EXP at level x1,x1 with the amount of elixir you have.

Elden Chain

ELDER CURSE

Increase the power of Curse or Mirror.

ELDER CURSE

Increase the power of Curse or Mirror.

Increase the power of Curse 

[Old GamePage] [GamePage] [Last Update] [Categories] [FAQ] [Notice] • An updated version of the
game will be available on July 12. • An updated version of the game will be available on July 12.
[Release Information] (XNA Game Studio 1.0 is required) Release Date: January 15, 2009 (North
America, PAL / Europe) Developers: Square Enix and Eidos Publisher: Square Enix Region: North America
/ Europe Type: Demake for Android Square Enix have made a fantasy role-playing game. This is " The
Elden Ring ". [Character Graphic] The story is that you have been detained in prison since your birth.
You were not guilty. But in addition to this, there were also a lot of other problems. You can only
become a devil by carrying out a devil. The intention is to be rescued from prison. All of your memories
are lost in the possession of someone else. Furthermore, as an auto-execution, you begin to wield a
magic item that changes the user into a devil. So, you have to clear the investigation that persists in
prison. You will be going on various quests as a devil. [Automatic translator] In order to go on various
quests as a devil, you can change your character by playing the game using a four-direction swipe
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control. [Character Changing UI] Select, change, confirm, and do with it. From, you can set the player
position to the left, right, up, or down. The left and right are selected and the player is dragged. The up
and down are the selection range of the character and the character is moved vertically. [Level Up] You
can level up when you defeat monsters during the quest and earn a seal. You can perform a self-leveling
ritual by accumulating seal symbols. You can obtain a seal symbol. [Equipment] Equip your character
with the equipment that you want to use. Equip the shield at the back to stop enemy attacks. You can
equip a sword for combat in addition to the shield. Use magic by holding the magic button. While
holding down the magic button, you can use magic. You can equip a bow as a weapon. The number of
arrows can be changed.
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